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The Process – What Actually Happens   

£120,000

£20K

Deposit
Deposit

£100K
Promissory Note

Asset of The Banks? 
T1 Ledger Recorded as a 
Liability £100,000

I Promise To Pay The Bearer. Promissory 
Note. Security. Mortgage Contract. Your 

Signature Creates The Value.

Power of Attorney – were 
You Informed?

SPV
Limited Company or Trust. 
Special Purpose Vehicle

Loan Secured By A Mortgage
“Registered As A Legal Charge”
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The Property is the
Underlying Security.



Securitisation Explained

SPV

Properties x 1000’s Debt is Securitised/ Sold/ 
Assigned/ Transferred to the SPV

“Debt Sold, Transferred, Assigned from 
T1 Ledger. The Value Is Now Recorded 
as an Asset Not A Liability on the Banks 
books

Limited Company, Trust or 
Special Purpose Vehicle

Sold To Investors As A Mortgage Backed Security 
(MBS) or Collateralised Debt Obligation CDO
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Why Wasn’t I Told? – The Problem 1

SPV

Multiple Properties x 1000’s 
Securitised/ Sold/ Assigned/ 
Transferred to the SPV

T1 Ledger Now Recorded as an 
Asset Not A Liability

Limited Company or Trust. 
Special Purpose Vehicle

SPV Shares Sold To Investors 
As A Mortgage Backed 
Security

Stamp Duty Land Tax – SDLT
Legal Charge Details Incorrect 
@ Land Registry

HMRC
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Why Wasn’t I Told? – The Problem 2

SPV

T1 Ledger Now Recorded as an 
Asset Not A Liability. 

Nothing To Pay By The 
“Borrower” As No Debt With 
The Bank? The Debt Is Clear.

Stamp Duty Land Tax - SDLT

HMRC

The Borrower 
has no contract 
with the SPV?

The Land Registry entry 
Hasn’t Been Corrected 
By The Bank To Reflect 
The Securitisation Sale?

The Bank Owes SDLT To HMRC 
for Transfer and Needs To 
Change The Deeds?

Note: The Securitisation Contracts Only 
Have Mortgage Numbers No Details 
For Borrowers? Data Protection
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15 Years of Research, Work & Fine Tuning the Proposal.

• The definitive proof that the lender/IFA breached the FCA Rules under Mortgage Conduct of Business (MCOBS) both at the offer 
stage and when the mortgage debt was sold, plus the same potential Stamp Duty Land Tax (SDLT) aspects which are in breach of the
Land Registration Act 2002 where either SDLT is to be paid or an exemption claimed by each party who disposes of and obtains an 
interest in the land/property.

• Which leads up to the quantum of the MSC which is based on three specific aspects.
• (1) The amount the mortgage debt was sold for (including any secret or indirect ‘profits’) 
• (2) The absence of any legally binding agreement between the borrower and the person(s) who now technically own’s the mortgage debt as 

beneficiaries,
• (3) All monies paid since the mortgage debt was first sold, with the interest portion accruing an 8% p.a. statutory surcharge, which may well also 

apply to the capital amount(s).

• Now we are pursuing the MSC’s on an individual basis. 82 Lenders, 3000 Mortgage Products

• First 7 Lenders Phase 1. Bank of Scotland, Birmingham Midshires, Cheltenham & Gloucester, Halifax, Lloyds Bank.

• The Mortgage Business, Santander. 

• Phase 2  Expected March 2020. All lenders can be registered in the interim & you will be prompted to complete your application once 
the lenders phase is commenced by the www.YourMSC.co.uk system. Use Your Waiver Code to get your commission.

• The specific details of each MSC will determine the value but on average we can still state that when we ran the numbers on over 
150 MSC’s with Santander as the lender the average gross claim was over £200,000.

• With a +/- 50% minimum expected CFA ‘win’ value of which only 11 MSC’s were below the 30% net to claimant on a ‘win’, with the 
as yet to be confirmed agreement that each panel law firm will undertake to make sure the minimum ‘win’ is not less than the 30%
of the current mortgage balance amount per the last statement on the date of settlement.
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The Solution – YourMSC.co.uk

SPV

HMRC - SDLT

Note: The Securitisation Contracts 
Only Have Mortgage Numbers No 
Details For Borrowers?
Data Protection.

Greater than 82% of UK Mortgages Have Been Securitised, Sold, Transferred or Assigned.
YourMSC.co.uk Have the Solution, Systems and Legal Knowledge To Investigate Question 
& Correct The Situation & Restore Balance. 
Re Capitalisation at 30% of Your Existing Mortgage Will Provide the Funds To Correct The 
Actions of The Banks & Keep Them In Business & Within UK Law. 
The Project is Being Monitored By The Ministry of Justice for Governance and Control of 
The Delivered Message. Project CMR 42379
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Scenarios – Questions – Raised?

SPV

HMRC - SDLT
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• Dependent upon paperwork the debt may be owed to 
someone else?

• Should you pay the mortgage to the original lender? 
• Why did the original lender choose not to tell the borrower 

in a fair clear and non, misleading manner?
• If and when the lender securitised the mortgage why didn’t 

they change the legal charge at HM Land Registry into the 
name of the SPV?

• Who would have understood the Bank if they were told 
about the subject of securitisation and impact.

• If the lender had notified the borrower and asked for consent 
it would probably create legal taxation and consumer 
problems for the lender.

• Why did the lenders take the risk?
• Im a home owner – What does this mean for me?
• Im a property investor – What does this mean for me?
• I have Negative Equity – What does this mean for me?
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Case Studies 1
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Case Studies 2
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Case Studies 3
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Case Studies 4 - PRESENTATION TO 

INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON ECONOMIC CRIME.

September 8th, 2018.  Jesus College Cambridge

Anthony Stansfeld

Anthony Stansfeld
Police and Crime Commissioner, Thames Valley 

The only major banking fraud that has been brought to justice in recent years was 
the HBOS Reading case in which 6 people were sentenced to nearly 50 years 
imprisonment in Feb 2017. Throughout the case Lloyds Bank, which had taken 
over HBOS in 2008, denied a fraud had taken place or that it was itself a victim of 
the fraud. The fraud approached £1Bn, though only £245m was exposed in court. 
It is quite clear that the fraud was known about at board level in 2008, and 
concealed for 8 years by senior executive directors of both HBOS and Lloyds.  

Throughout that 8 years the bank had bankrupted companies they had knowingly 
defrauded. Personal guarantees have been plundered, huge numbers of Jobs 
were lost, viable companies stripped of their assets, and people were ruined on a 
wide scale. People ended up living in cheap hotels, families were broken up, and 
suicides resulted. No one at senior board level has been brought to justice. The 
system to recompense those defrauded through HBOS Reading is run by Lloyds 
and is called the Professor Griggs Review.

Three years ago Portsmouth 
University published a report 
that stated fraud was running at 
£193Bn a year in the UK. It is 
probably now well over £200Bn. 
If only 20% of that could be 
prevented it would make a huge 
difference to the country’s 
finances. I do not believe that is 
difficult to do. 

https://thamesvalley.s3.amazonaws.com/Documents/Speech 8 Sep 2018.pdf
https://thamesvalley.s3.amazonaws.com/Documents/Speech 8 Sep 2018.pdf
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It is not independent, it does not recompense properly, it imposes gagging orders, there has no right of appeal, a take it or leave it 
offer is made, and is a travesty of justice. Many defrauded through Reading are not even considered as they did not deal directly 
with those imprisoned, but dealt with their staff. It is a disgrace. 

LIBOR and PPI skimmed billions off the top. These Asset Theft Frauds (AFT), ruined people, and the sums of money involved are as
large. The main reason they have not been brought to justice is that they were confined to the UK. LIBOR was perpetrated in the 
USA, where they have far tighter rules, and people go to gaol for breaking them. 

HBOS Reading was symptomatic of what was happening on a far wider scale in other banks, notably Lloyds itself and RBS. The 
techniques were similar, and the individuals involved often did this through more than one branch or bank. Companies, or farming
enterprises which had valuable assets were targeted. Loans were called in at no notice, in spite of the companies never having 
defaulted on loan payments. 

The company would then be bankrupted, its assets undervalued, and sold on, sometimes to personal friends of the bankers 
involved. The bank, through its lawyers, would then attack the personal guarantees of the company owners and directors. 

The bank recovered its loans, often twice over as they had been securitised. The personal guarantees that were plundered often 
far exceeded the amounts owing to the bank. Reading was just one branch of one bank where this was happening. I am aware of 
cases all over the country that have simply not been investigated, in spite of there being discussed in parliament on numerous 
occasions. The establishment has looked the other way. Thousands of companies have been destroyed and considerable damage 
has been done to the UK economy. It was well laid out in a Westminster Hall debate by Elfyn Llywd QC MP in 2014.  He describes in 
some detail what went on in a branch of Lloyds Recoveries in Bristol. The debate can be looked up on Hansard. It is extraordinary 
that this has not been properly investigated. 

In cases all over the country there have been no proper investigations. It is worth noting that the HBOS Bristol case had already 
been turned down by 2 other police forces, and by the SFO. All had said there was nothing to investigate. 
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Next Step: YourMSC.co.uk 
With AMP Waiver Code:  £1 for > £5500 Legal Work.
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1. Get In Touch.
2. Apply Now.
3. Provide Supporting Documents.
4. Data Subject Access Request.
5. Legal Review.
6. Legal Opinion.
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INSIDE JOB, the first film to expose the shocking truth 
behind the economic crisis of 2008. 
The global financial meltdown, at a cost of over $20 
trillion, resulted in millions of people losing their homes 
and jobs. 
Through extensive research and interviews with major 
financial insiders, politicians and journalists, INSIDE JOB 
traces the rise of a rogue industry and unveils the 
corrosive relationships which have corrupted politics, 
regulation and academia. Narrated by Academy Award® 
winner Matt Damon, INSIDE JOB was made on location 
in the United States, Iceland, England, France, 
Singapore, and China.

When four outsiders saw what the big banks, media and government 
refused to, the global collapse of the economy, they had an idea: The 
Big Short. Their bold investment leads them into the dark underbelly of 
modern banking where they must question everyone and everything. 
Based on the true story and best-selling book by Michael Lewis (The 
Blind Side, Moneyball), and directed by Adam Mckay (Anchorman, Step 
Brothers) The Big Short stars Christian Bale, Steve Carell, Ryan Gosling 
and Brad Pitt.

https://www.spankthebankerfilm.com/

https://youtu.be/rDlYm15ztK4

https://youtu.be/FzrBurlJUNk

https://www.spankthebankerfilm.com/
https://youtu.be/rDlYm15ztK4
https://youtu.be/FzrBurlJUNk

